ESE-TROLLEY
Trolley for ESE line ultrasound systems

IMAGING SYSTEMS
ESE-TROLLEY
Trolley for ESE line ultrasound systems

Aluminium Alloy Material
- Light weight
- Robust & Resistant
- Less cost for transportation
- Long life circle to meet the complex emergency environment

Tilted Table Design
- Better view angle
- Comfortable to operate the system on the trolley

Gas Lifted Table
- Easy to handle
- Transformed according to your requirements whenever you sit or stand for operation

Simple Assembling
It’s easy for you to attach or detach the portable ultrasound system with the trolley. It’s flexibility makes you move fast when you are busy with your work

Extended VGA/HDMI video port (optional)

Battery pack
It can be the backup of the battery inside the system—lasts for 5 hours working time

Extended USB ports

Physical keyboard bracket (optional)

4 probe holders

Extended 2 or 3 probe connectors (optional)

Video printer bracket
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